We study a family of implementations for linked lists using finegrain synchronisation. This approach enables greater concurrency, but correctness is a greater challenge than for classical, coarse-grain synchronisation. Our examples are demonstrative of common design patterns such as lock coupling, optimistic, and lazy synchronisation. Although they are are highly concurrent, we prove that they are linearisable, safe, and they correctly implement a highlevel abstraction. Our proofs illustrate the power and applicability of rely-guarantee reasoning, as well of some of its limitations. The examples of the paper establish a benchmark challenge for other reasoning techniques.
Introduction
A concurrent object is a data structure (such as a list or a hash table) shared by multiple threads in a shared-memory multiprocessor. Classical implementations use coarse-grain synchronisation: the objects manipulated by the program are controlled by a single owner thread for as long as the program takes actions that might impact the program's or the object's invariants. Common design patters are monitors or a set of synchronized methods in Java TM , which ensure that only one method call at a time can access the data structure. This approach makes it relatively easy to reason about correctness, but it limits concurrency, negating some of the advantages of modern multi-core or multi-processor architectures.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. A fine-grain implementation permits more concurrency by permitting multiple threads to access inside a same object simultaneously. Reasoning about such algorithms is a greater challenge. Our contribution is to show, by extended example, that rely-guarantee reasoning [13] can be applied successfully to several rather challenging concurrent object implementation. We provide the first formal proof [22] of these algorithms, whereby we show that, despite high concurrency: (i) each operation appears to take effect instantaneously (a property called linearisability [11] ); (ii) the lowlevel list code implements a high-level specification, that of a set; and (iii) the code is safe, i.e., each operation satisfies a specified post-condition and maintains the structural invariants of the object. Another contribution is our development of a version of relyguarantee reasoning suitable for linearisable specifications.
There is a large body of research investigating fine-grained synchronisation [2, 8, 18, 19] . A number of standard design patterns have emerged. For example, in lock coupling [2] , locks are acquired and released in a "hand-over-hand" order, acquiring the next lock in a sequence before releasing the previous. In optimistic synchronisation, a thread searches a data structure without acquiring locks, locks the sought-after component, and then validates after the fact (but before updating it) that the locked component is the correct one. In lazy synchronisation, the task of removing a component from a data structure is split into two phases: the component is logically removed simply by setting a flag, and later, the component can be physically removed as a "benevolent side-effect" of a later (or concurrent) method call. A lock-free implementation ensures that some thread always completes a method call in a finite number of steps, even in the presence of failures or delays by other threads. These techniques are important in practice: for example, the widely-used Java util.concurrent library includes fine-grain, lock-free implementations of lists and hash maps [16] . We suggest that the examples considered here be used as a kind of benchmark challenge for techniques for reasoning about highlyconcurrent data structures.
We consider examples of list implementations that employ many of these fine-grained synchronisation techniques. We study in some detail a highly-concurrent linked-list implementation of a set [9] that uses a combination of optimistic and lazy synchronisation.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. We first introduce rely-guarantee reasoning and some notation, in §2. Then, Section 3 provides the axioms for a simple concurrent programming language. We examine a simple example, mutex locks, in §4. Section 5 discusses linearisation points. Now we may study fine-grain list al-gorithms, in §6, and lazy concurrent lists in §7. §8 compares this work to the state of the art. We conclude, in §9 with a summary of results. In the interest of legibility, this paper focuses on the highlevel ideas; detailed proofs and technical discussions are relegated to a companion technical report [22] .
Setting the scene
Operationally, a concurrent system consists of a collection of sequential threads that apply atomic (i.e., isolated) read and write actions to shared memory. Threads can be interleaved arbitrarily: each successive pair of actions issued by one thread may be separated by an arbitrary sequence of actions invoked by concurrent threads, a phenomenon called interference. We assume that the shared memory is sequentially consistent 1 (SC): all threads see the operations performed to shared memory in the same order.
At a higher level of abstraction, threads communicate by calling methods of shared objects. Each shared object has a type, which defines a set of possible values and a set of methods to modify and observe the object's state. An object's methods can be invoked by concurrent threads.
Sequential reasoning
It is useful to distinguish between the abstract type being implemented (for example, a set of integers), and the underlying concrete type (for example, a linked list). In the standard proof methodology for sequential objects [7] , a linking invariant (sometimes called an abstraction or refinement map) describes how concrete values represent abstract values. Not every concrete value necessarily represents an abstract value: only values satisfying a particular representation invariant are valid representations. Each of the object's methods may rely on this invariant when called, and it must guarantee the invariant holds when it returns, but it is free to violate the invariant while the method call is in progress. Because the representation and linking invariants capture what each method needs to know about the others, an object's methods can be implemented and verified independently, a property sometimes called compositionality.
Classically, a single atomic action is specified by a pair of predicates (p, q), where p is the pre-condition assumed to hold when the action starts, and q is the post-condition established if and when the action terminates. As the post-condition describes an update, we write it as a "two-state" predicate, relating the state of the store at the start (written − σ ) with the state σ which it leaves on termination. Initial and final values of each variable x are similarly denoted by − x and x. We shall use relational notation to abbreviate operations on predicates of two states. Relational composition of predicates describes exactly the intended behaviour of the sequential composition of programs:
The program that makes no change to the state is described exactly by
1 For simplicity, our proofs assume that the order of function calls and returns is also sequentially consistent. This is, however, not strictly necessary, because the only way of detecting a non-SC execution would be through shared memory which is SC. The only place where our programs could encounter non-SC behaviour is in the lazy contains method of Section 7; this can be avoided in Java by declaring the .next and .marked fields as volatile.
The familiar notation R * describes any finite number of iterations of the program described by R. It is defined
Ownership-based methodologies
Ownership-based methodologies [12, 20] generalise sequential reasoning to concurrent objects that synchronise via coarse-grained synchronisation. At most one thread at a time can own an object. While the object is unowned, it must satisfy its representation invariant. While it is owned, however, the owner is free to violate the invariant, as long as it restores the invariant before it relinquishes ownership.
Concurrent objects that rely on fine-grained synchronisation do not provide the same clear-cut distinction between "owned" and "unowned" states. Because multiple threads may access an object concurrently, perhaps interleaving atomic operations in complex ways, fine-grained synchronisation requires identifying invariants that hold all the time, not just during coarse-grained intervals. However invariants are not enough. The updates to shared memory are constrained to satisfy certain predicates; and because they describe updates, these must be predicates over two states.
Rely-guarantee reasoning
In rely-guarantee (R-G) reasoning, each thread is assigned a rely condition that characterises the interference that thread can tolerate from the other threads. In return, the thread is assigned a guarantee condition that characterises how that thread can interfere with the others. Proving the safety of a program requires proving that (1) if each thread's rely condition is satisfied, then that thread satisfies its guarantee condition, and (2) each thread's guarantee condition implies the others' rely conditions. Specification of a fine-grain concurrent program requires four predicates: (p, R, G, q). The predicates p and q are the precondition and post-condition, as described above, and they describe the behaviour of the thread as a whole, from the time it starts to the time it terminates (if it does). R and G summarise the properties of the individual atomic actions invoked by the environment (in the case of R) and the thread itself (in the case of G). They are twostate predicates, relating the state − σ before each individual atomic action to σ, the one immediately after that action. The rely condition R bounds the interference the thread can tolerate from the environment, whereas the guarantee condition G bounds the interference that it can impose on the other threads.
We require that the pre-condition is always preserved by the rely condition (i.e., − p ∧ R ⇒ p), but we do not impose a similar requirement for the post-condition.
In the rely condition, we often want to specify that there are certain variables the environment does not update, or that if some condition is satisfied, the environment actions preserve it [3] . We introduce the following notation for these specifications.
For convenience in the post-condition and guarantee condition, we define Mod(X) to mean that only variables in the set X are modified by the action. We extend these notations to multiple variables and conditions.
Axioms
In this section, we will define the semantics of a simple concurrent programming language by means of axioms and proof rules. We will write C |= (p, R, G, q) for the judgement saying that the program C meets the R-G specification (p, R, G, q). Atomic actions are denoted by enclosing a program in diamond brackets C . The corresponding proof rule is:
The pre-condition and post-condition remain the sequential ones; this thread guarantees it either does q or nothing; and the other threads are required to preserve the precondition. The implementation of atomicity must ensure that this interference cannot take place within the diamond brackets, so the proof of correctness of the atomic region are unaffected by interference. We will show later how the programmer is responsible for ensuring that interference is harmless in-between the atomic actions. We take the convention in this paper that the only atomic statements are individual memory reads and writes. In the interest of legibility, we omit diamond brackets.
Sequential composition
For simplicity, we define sequential composition for programs with identical rely and guarantee conditions. (These conditions can always be weakened or strengthened as discussed in Section 3.3.)
A sequential composition has the same pre-condition p1 as its first operand, and the same guarantee conditions as both its operands. For its proper execution, the pre-condition of the second operand must follow from the post-condition of the first. Since the entire program will tolerate the same interference R as both its operands except at the very transition between the two operands, its total action will be given by the composition of the actions of its components accounting for environment interference in between.
Parallel composition
When threads run concurrently, each thread must ensure that its atomic actions do not interfere with the other threads except as expected. It is therefore essential to prove that the guarantee condition of each thread implies the rely condition of the others. The total action of the program is given by the composition of the actions of the two threads in either order, allowing for environment interference (R1 ∧R2) * in between. All pre-conditions and rely conditions must hold, but concurrent combination can guarantee only the disjunction of the separate guarantee conditions.
where q = (q1; (R1 ∧ R2) * ; q2) ∨ (q2; (R1 ∧ R2) * ; q1). In plain English, and generalising to any number of threads, it means that proving the safety of a parallel program reduces to: (i) a sequential proof of the post-condition and guarantee condition of each individual thread, assuming its rely condition is true, combined with (ii) a pairwise proof that every other thread's guarantee condition implies this thread's rely condition.
Refinement
Programs and specifications can be compared with each other by the standard refinement ordering. A stronger specification is possibly more desirable but more difficult to meet. When developing a program from its specification, it is always valid to replace the specification by a stronger one. A specification is weakened by weakening its post-condition or its guarantee condition. Conversely, it is strengthened by weakening its assumptions.
Further detail
We sometimes introduce abstract variables to aid reasoning. These variables do not affect program flow or outputs, and can be accessed only in abstract statements that write only to abstract variables and are guaranteed to terminate. Since these abstract operations do not actually take place, we can always group them atomically with their preceding or following atomic statement in the control flow. When a new object is first allocated, only the allocating thread can access that object's fields; we say the object is private. Once the reference is placed in a shared location, it becomes public. 2 Since rely and guarantee conditions should not mention private objects, we introduce the following notation to quantify over all public objects of type T .
It is often useful to assume that each thread has a unique identifier. Within a thread specification the notation self refers to the identifier of the current thread. (One aspect of compositionality of R-G is that thread identifiers are abstract, and the only ones of interest are self and non-self.) The parallel composition rule, however, does not know anything about the special meaning of self. Therefore before applying the rule, one needs to substitute the actual thread identifier at all occurrences of self in the specifications. Given some expression P , we denote by P [self := t] this substitution of self by the actual thread identifier t in P . For example the implication G1 ⇒ R2 will become:
Mutual exclusion locks
This section specifies and implements a locking primitive (mutex) used in the later concurrent list algorithms. It is a simple example of the theory described in the previous section.
Formally, a mutex L is just a variable that holds the thread identifier of its owner, or null when unowned. A mutex provides two operations with (abstract) implementations: (where b → C is a conditional critical region)
By applying the critical region axiom and refinement, we can deduce:
Since these are the only two operations that can modify L.owner, all threads automatically guarantee LockGuar . Note the guarantee condition of one thread implies the rely condition of another thread. More formally, for all i = j
A common use for these axioms is to establish R-G conditions of the following form (where P is some property that we want to hold when we hold the lock: for example, stating that some variables/conditions are preserved).
This makes the "locking discipline" explicit.
Linearisation points
A module implementing an abstract data type contains a local shared state and a set of methods operating on that state. The external specification of the module mentions only abstract state variables, which are disjoint from the concrete state. A linking invariant can be defined which relates the two.
In the sequential case, to prove that the concrete methods are equivalent to their abstract counterparts, it is sufficient to embed the abstract operations within the concrete method implementations and show that the linking invariant Inv is preserved by each method.
In the concurrent case, we must also establish that the externally visible (i.e., the abstract) effect of each method takes place at some instant between the method's invocation and return, atomically with respect to other concurrent method calls. This property is known as linearisability [11] . It ensures that every concurrent execution history is equivalent to some sequential one that preserves the order of non-overlapping operations.
Usually, the linearisability of an algorithm is shown by identifying a linearisation point in the code. At that point, we embed the abstract implementation of the algorithm and prove that the linking invariant is preserved by all atomic actions of the code (i.e., the guarantee condition contains Preserve(Inv)).
Sometimes however, the position of the linearisation point cannot be identified, because it depends on future behaviour. There are two cases to consider: the linearisation point either simply depends on the future execution of the same thread, or it also depends on the future execution of other concurrent operations. The first case arises quite commonly in optimistic algorithms, but is relatively simple to deal with. We identify a set of candidate linearisation points such that the linearisation point of the algorithm is the last one encountered in the control flow.
The second case is much subtler: depending on the scheduling, the linearisation point may in fact be between actions of other threads. Clearly, reasoning about the existence of such linearisation points requires some knowledge about the actions of other concurrent threads and requires global reasoning. With our approach at least, the precise assumptions are documented in the rely condition, and are therefore enforced by the parallel composition rule.
Since any changes after the linearisation point are not visible externally, the post-condition can be "lifted" to the whole function. Consider for instance an abstract integer x that is implemented in some complex way; for instance x maintains an audit trail. The increment function inc appears atomic, but internal operations might still occur after the linearisation point; for instance the audit trail is trimmed if it reaches a certain size. Other methods might 
Fine-grained list algorithms
In the rest of the paper, we consider a few fine-grain algorithms whose correctness we have proved manually using R-G reasoning.
All the algorithms are concurrent, linearisable implementations of the set abstract data type presented in Fig. 1 . It consists of the operations contains, add and remove: add adds the item to the set and returns true if the item was absent, otherwise it leaves the set unchanged and returns false. The remove behaves symmetrically. The concrete representation used in all the algorithms is a sorted linked list representation. The list has two sentinel nodes: Head with value −∞ and Tail with value +∞. Intermediate nodes are sorted in a strictly increasing order; thus, there are no duplicates. We assume all elements e to be added to or removed from the list are in the range −∞ < e < +∞. Each node in the list is associated with a lock; a private method locate(e) locks and returns the two adjacent list nodes whose values enclose e. For brevity, we assume there is only one set in existence. This section is just an overview; the following one examines a challenging algorithm in detail.
Pessimistic list
The first algorithm (see Fig. 2 ) is pessimistic in its concurrency management: it always locks a node before accessing it. 4 locate traverses the list using lock coupling: the lock on some node is not released until the next one is locked, somewhat like a person climbing a rope "hand-over-hand." Note that lock operations are staggered, not nested.
An element is added to the set by inserting it in the appropriate position, while holding the locks of its two adjacent nodes. It is removed by redirecting the previous node's pointer, while both the previous and the current node are locked. This ensures that deletions and insertions can happen concurrently in the same list.
In the following representation invariant ListInv , the predicate noOwn(n) is introduced to allow temporary violation of the list structure. The invariant specifies that (i) Head and Tail contain the infinity values, (ii) if a public node other than Tail is unlocked, it points to a valid next node, (iii) if two unlocked nodes follow each other in the list, then their values are in ascending order; and (iv) the abstract set Abs and the set of values of non-sentinel nodes reachable from Head are equal. The latter clause links the abstraction with the implementation. Locked nodes may be arbitrarily modified by the thread holding the lock, as long as it maintains the ab- Figure 2 . Lock-coupling list algorithm straction and re-establishes the invariant when it unlocks the node.
Note that the node allocated in add is private until the assignment n1.next := n2; therefore, as explained earlier, there can be no interference in the fields of n2 until that point. We write Node(n) for the assertion that n is a valid public node. Furthermore, we write n → m for Node(n.next) ∧ n.next = m, and → * for the reflexive and transitive closure of →.
To prove linearisability, we embed the abstract implementations AbsAdd , AbsRemove at the points marked *A, *B, *C, *D in Fig. 2 and show that (i) the list invariant is preserved by all atomic statements, and (ii) the post-condition of add and remove is Result = AbsResult. This proves that the marked points are indeed linearisation points.
To do the proof, the following R-G conditions are maintained by every thread:
The rely condition specifies that the environment actions preserve the list invariant and use locks properly. Furthermore, if a thread locks a node, other threads cannot update its fields or remove it from the list.
Optimistic list
Now consider the same algorithm, but with a different implementation for locate(e) (add and remove are unchanged from Fig. 2 ; locate is given in Fig. 4 , and validate in Fig. 3 ). The new locate is optimistic: it traverses the list without taking any locks, then locks two candidate nodes, and re-traverses the list to check whether the nodes are still present in the list and adjacent. If either test fails, the nodes are unlocked and the algorithm is restarted. In this case, we cannot apply an ownership-based argument. While one thread has locked part of the list and is updating it, another thread may optimistically traverse it. The success of the optimistic traversal clearly depends on some properties of locked nodes (e.g., that they point to valid next nodes).
The representation invariant is similar to the one for the pessimistic algorithm, with the exception that the properties hold about validate(pred, curr) { succ := Head ; while (succ.val < e) succ := succ.next ; return succ = curr and pred.next = curr } Figure 3 . Optimistic validate function all nodes, not only unlocked ones:
The R-G conditions specify that all atomic actions preserve the list invariant, use locks properly and do not change the value of public nodes. Furthermore, if a thread locks a node, other threads cannot update its .next pointer or make it unreachable by any node from which it was previously reachable. This last condition is necessary for proving that the re-traversal corresponds to validating that the element is still in the list. Note that the order of the two pointer assignments in the add function is important (whereas they could be swapped in the pessimistic version).
Lazy list
In this section, we study a highly concurrent implementation using optimistic and lazy techniques, due to Heller et al. [9] , presented in Fig. 4 . The concrete representation is the same as the one used by the algorithms in the previous section. In addition, however, nodes have a .marked flag, which is set when the node is deleted. The implementation of contains takes no locks. An element is added as before. An element is removed in two stages: first, the node is logically removed by setting the .marked flag; then it is physically removed by redirecting reference fields. Concurrent membership tests traverse the list without checking the .marked flag. This flag is checked only when a candidate node is found. Similarly, locate ignores the flag while traversing the list. When the method locates and locks the two candidate nodes, Because contains is completely wait-free, this algorithm crucially depends on global invariants, such as the list being sorted, which must hold at all times, even when part of the list is locked and local updates are performed.
We prove safety properties of the algorithm using the axioms, the R-G conditions for mutual exclusion locks, and reasoning based on linearisation points. The proofs, besides the linearisability of contains, are formal, but manual; thus they might contain errors. The linearisability of contains is treated informally.
Note that ownership-based reasoning is inadequate for this example. When a resource is locked for writing by one thread, its rely condition permits other threads to update it in certain restricted ways. For example, threads can scan through or remove list elements that are currently locked or marked for removal.
Representation Invariant
There are two sentinel nodes Head and Tail with values ±∞, which cannot be deleted. All nodes in the list are public, and public nodes other than Tail point to other public nodes; the nodes are sorted. In addition, public nodes that are not in the list (i.e., not reachable from the head of the list), are necessarily marked because the remove method first marks a node before removing it physically.
The last line of the invariant defines the abstract variable Abs to be the set of values contained in non-marked public nodes other than Head and Tail. 5 This line is the coupling invariant that relates the abstract and the concrete states.
In contrast to methods based on coarse-grained ownership, the list invariant holds at all points during execution: it holds initially, and is preserved by the rely and guarantee conditions. 5 From the previous line, these nodes are reachable from Head.
Pre-conditions and post-conditions
All the methods share the same pre-condition:
The post-conditions of the external methods contains, add and remove are just their abstract implementations given in Fig. 1 (conjoined with ListInv ), whereas the post-condition of (pred, curr) := locate(e) is given below.
Rely and guarantee conditions
Each thread relies on the fact that its environment preserves the list invariant, obeys the locking rely condition, does not update fields of nodes locked by the thread, does not unmark deleted nodes, and does not change the values of public nodes.
Hence, each thread also promises to preserve the list invariant, not to update fields n.next and n.marked unless it locks n, not to unmark marked nodes, and not to change n.val for a public node n.
Proof of safety
Locking ensures that the rely condition is implied by the guarantee condition of other threads.
We now need to prove that the guarantee condition holds for all atomic actions of the algorithm. (1) LockGuar holds, because locking is performed using its prescribed interface. (2) • In add , n1.next := n2. The newly created node n2 has already been fully initialised, n1.val < n2.val = e, and e is also added to Abs.
• In remove, n2.marked := false. The element e is removed from the abstract set Abs.
• In remove, n1.next := n3. Node n2 was already marked, and the marking is preserved by the guarantee condition. This node may therefore become unreachable from the head of the list.
The sequential proof of locate is straightforward, and relegated to the technical report [22] . For the public methods, it is straightforward to prove the post-condition ListInv , but this is not enough, because we must show that e was added to or removed from the list. By inlining the abstract implementation AbsAdd and AbsRemove at the points marked in the code of add and remove, we can show that post-condition Result = AbsResult. It follows that the points marked *A, *B, *C, *D in add and remove are valid linearisation points, and so the abstract post-conditions can be lifted to become post-conditions of the whole add and remove methods.
Linearisability of contains(e)
The linearisability of contains is much subtler; the simple method above cannot prove that contains is linearisable. In fact, the rely condition given in Section 7.3 allows certain problematic environments in which contains is not linearisable. The difficulty arises because the post-condition Result = AbsResult is invalid for any placement of AbsContains in the body of contains. We will show, somewhat informally, that under an additional constraint (i.e., a condition conjoined to R and G) contains is linearisable.
It is useful to consider separately the case when contains(e) returns true and when it returns false. If it returns true, it is easy to show that the last assignment to curr in the loop and the read of the .marked bit are both valid linearisations points. (We show that contains(e) can derive the post-condition Result ⇒ AbsResult.)
If, however, contains(e) returns false, the proof is more subtle. Initially, when contains(e) starts executing, either e is in the list or it is not. If e is not in the list, then clearly the linearisation point can be identified to be that initial point. If e was in the list, that means that there exists a (unique) unmarked node m that is reachable from Head and contains the value e.
If the node m never gets marked during the execution of contains(e) then contains(e) will find that node and return true. (We show that under the precondition ListInv ∧ Head → * m ∧ m.val = e ∧ ¬m.marked and the rely condition R ∧ ID(m.marked), the postcondition Result = true is derivable.) Since this contradicts with our assumption that contains(e) returns false, we conclude that the node m must have been marked (and perhaps even physically removed).
This, however, does not mean that e will not be in the list at the next scheduling of contains(e); indeed, another node containing e could have been added in the meantime. What is important is that the marking and the addition of a new node cannot happen atomically. We can capture this additional requirement by the means of an additional predicate N to be conjoined to both the rely and guarantee conditions of all the methods.
This is a genuine two-state predicate: immediately after the step when the .marked bit is set, n is not in the abstract set. This guarantees that a linearisation point exists; it is exactly after the .marked bit was set. Further, note that N is not transitive and hence R = R * . The proof that all atomic actions satisfy N is simple.
Previous work
Owicki and Gries originally identified the concept of noninterference [21] . Their proof method was extended by Cliff Jones, who invented the Rely-Guarantee Methodology [13] . As the parallel composition rule appears to be based on circular reasoning, Abadi and Lamport [1] studied whether it is sound. They conclude that it is sound for safety conditions, and provide a condition ensuring soundness in the case of liveness as well. Our work has only considered safety. Elsewhere [15] Lamport argues that R-G only makes proofs harder, by imposing a predefined modular structure to a proof that is necessarily global. We argue that the compositional nature of R-G constitutes a powerful reasoning tool (see Conclusion). However, some problems, such as the identification of the linearisation point in Section 7.5, can be tackled more directly by global reasoning. Further research would be needed to combine the advantages of both techniques.
In Dingel's notation [3] rely (resp. guarantee) conditions are predicates that are preserved by the environment's (resp. the program's) atomic actions. This is a powerful idea, which we re-use in our ID(p) and Preserve(p) notations. For Dingel a condition is a single-state predicate; however the additional expressivity of twostate predicates is important for some examples, e.g., Section 7.5.
We rely on annotating the original Java program with a specification. We expect that the our methodology can also be applied within languages such as TLA [14] or IO Automata [17] . These have been designed for reasoning about concurrent algorithms and have been used successfully in proving properties such as safety, liveness, or compliance of implementation to specification. They have been used mainly for whole-system proofs of distributed algorithms.
The R-G approach is widely used in hardware verification (where it is called assume-guarantee). For instance, Henzinger et al. [10] verify that a complex pipe-line implements a high-level processor specification. Both are expressed in a reactive language; writes are synchronous and parallelism occurs as non-deterministic choice. Proofs are assisted by a formal verification tool.
The recent work of Flanagan et al. [5] is the most similar to ours. They use a prover to statically verify properties of legacy multithreaded Java programs (annotated with pre-conditions, postconditions, invariants, and R-G conditions), using R-G and other methods to decompose the proof along procedure and thread boundaries. They provide a number of examples of bugs detected by their tool in sizable programs.
Our highly-concurrent linked list algorithms are similar to ones previously published [8, 9, 18, 19] . Doherty, Groves, Luchangco and Moir [4] offer a formal proof of the lock-free queue algorithm of Michael and Scott [19] . Their proof is machine-verified; ours remains manual, hence more prone to error (automated verification is future work). They model the specification and the implementation as automata, and prove that all executions of the latter are allowed by the former. In contrast, our approach proceeds directly from the source text, and we prove that the implementation conforms to the specification by embedding the latter in the text.
Recently, Gao, Groote and Hesselink studied a lock-free algorithm for hash tables [6] . They prove both safety and liveness using the PVS verifier, by equipping the program text, line by line, with a large number of assertions and invariants.
Conclusion
Modern research on concurrent data structures has increasingly focused on algorithms that use fine-grained synchronisation rather than coarse-grained locking. Reasoning about these fine-grained algorithms is more challenging, particularly since conventional proof techniques may not extend easily into this new domain. In this paper, we have shown how R-G reasoning can be applied to prove the correctness of several non-trivial shared-memory concurrent algorithms based on fine-grained synchronisation. We have proved both that they satisfy their invariants, and that they implement a high-level specification. The accompanying technical report [22] contains the detailed proofs. We think that this example, or similar ones, could be used to compare the expressive power of techniques for reasoning about highly-concurrent data structures.
In our experience, the R-G structure constitutes a powerful reasoning tool. It allows us to decompose the proof according to the modular structure of the program; one may reason about a single abstraction in isolation from others, using standard sequential techniques. For instance, we identified a crucial rely condition Preserve(m → * n), which was never recognised previously. R-G conditions document precisely what interference is allowed between abstractions: thus, the "locking discipline" is formalised and verifiable, and it will be clear whether our list module remains correct in the context of a larger program.
So far, we have addressed only safety properties of these finegrained concurrent algorithms. Reasoning about their liveness remains future work.
